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SPIDER-VILLE is about an adorable 8 year old who
loves spiders. JENNA's world becomes a special one
when she turns into a spider and meets new friends in
SPIDER-VILLE. Soon she witnesses the terror of
SPIDER-VILLE the nasty villain FAT SAMUEL the
centipede who rules the town. JENNA quickly comes up
with a master plan to save her friends of SPIDER-VILLE,
with the hope to finally rid of FAT SAMUEL. THE
SPECIAL GIFT is a story of a lonely princess who
dreams of romance and freedom. Her father the King
has made a mask of gold to hide her face from the world.
Join PRINCESS ARIELLE’S adventure in her desperate
search for romance and happiness. Survival of the fittest,
the WOLF and his gangs must raid the roosters den
before winter arrives or they may not survive the long
winter. How can the ROOSTER protect his family from
the gangs of the big gray WOLF? Brute strength vs wits
don’t miss this riveting story of THE ROOSTER AND
THE WOLF. MADISON’S an 11 year old talented Artist
who loves hanging out with her best friends SARA and
INDIA. At school she’s an introvert who loves to be left
alone doing her own thing. Sadly, bullying’s a big
problem in PARK AVENUE MIDDLE SCHOOL which
has an effect on many students who are there just to
learn. How will MADISON deal with the BULLYING
problem in her school?
An introduction to the art of rhetoric explains how
persuasion can profoundly influence personal and
professional successes and reveals an array of
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techniques employed by such personalities as Aristotle
and Winston Churchill.
This authoritative catalogue of the Corcoran Gallery of
Art's renowned collection of pre-1945 American paintings
will greatly enhance scholarly and public understanding
of one of the finest and most important collections of
historic American art in the world. Composed of more
than 600 objects dating from 1740 to 1945.
A Parents’ Choice Gold Award Winner “Dazzling.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) Charlotte and Emily
Brontë enter a fantasy world that they invented in order
to rescue their siblings in this “lovely, fanciful” (Booklist,
starred review) novel from the New York Times
bestselling author of The Girl Who Circumnavigated
Fairyland in a Ship of Her Own Making. Inside a small
Yorkshire parsonage, Charlotte, Branwell, Emily, and
Anne Brontë have invented a game called Glass Town,
where their toy soldiers fight Napoleon and no one dies.
This make-believe land helps the four escape from a
harsh reality: Charlotte and Emily are being sent away to
a dangerous boarding school. But then something
incredible happens: a train whisks them all away to a real
Glass Town, and the children trade the moors for a
wonderland all their own. This is their Glass
Town…almost. Their Napoleon never rode into battle on a
fire-breathing porcelain rooster. And the soldiers can die;
wars are fought over a potion that raises the dead, a
potion Anne would very much like to bring back to
England. But returning is out of the question—Charlotte
will never go back to that horrible school. Together the
Brontë siblings must battle their own imaginations in this
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magical celebration of authorship, creativity, and classic
literature from award-winning author Catherynne M.
Valente.
Life is Better With Chicken Animal Pet Farmer Design is
a geat gift for chicken lovers, great gift for chicken
farmer, chicken fight, people who raise chickens, kids
who show chickens for competitionsFunny Chicken
whisperer Farm gift is geat gift idea for anyone who loves
chicken or who lives in a farm. Cute Vintage Chicken
farmers Funny farmer quote Novelty The Chicken
Whisperer.
Everyone in Goshen Falls knows about weird Vanessa.
She dresses all in black. Wears black lipstick. And puts
spells on people. At least, that's what they say. Crystal
and her brother, Cole, know they can't believe everything
you hear. But that was before they made Vanessa mad.
Before she whispered that strange warning, "Chicken
chicken." Because now something really weird has
happened. Crystal's lips have turned as hard a bird's
beak. And Cole has started growing ugle white feathers
all over his body...
Snuggle up with this enchanting collection of bedtime
stories featuring all your favourite Play School friends.
this classic collection of Play School stories is the perfect
book to share with young children at bedtime. the
delightful short stories and familiar Play School images
will enchant and calm little ones, leaving them ready for
a good night's sleep. Destined to become a read-aloud
favourite, this beautiful padded hardback is a must-have
for any child's library. Ages: 0-3
The magical story of a hex that goes haywire, and the
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power of friendship to set things right!

HURRY UP GRAB YOURS NOW REGULAR PRICE
12.99 Scroll to the top of the page and click the ADD
TO CART button now !
"Illustrates the broad scope of analytical psychology
and the interrelationship of Jung's cultural, scientific
and clinical work. Definitions are accompanied by
choice extracts from Jung's Collected Works, with
informed commentary and generous
crossreferences."-From one of America’s most popular short story
writers and an Academy Award nominee: the O.
Henry Award–winning tale that inspired the movie
The Hunt. A subject of mysterious rumors and
superstition, the deserted Caribbean Island was
shrouded in an air of peril. To Sanger Rainsford, who
fell off a yacht and washed up on its shores, the
abandoned isle was a welcome paradise. But
unknown to the big-game hunter, a predator lurked
in its lush jungles—one more dangerous than any he
had ever encountered: a human. First published in
1924, this suspenseful tale “has inspired serial
killers, films and stirred controversy in schools. A
century on, the story continues to thrill” (The
Telegraph). “[A] tense, relentless story of managainst-man adventure, in which the hunter Sanger
Rainsford learns, at the hands of General Zaroff,
what it means to be hunted.” —Criterion
Peter disobeys his mother by going into Mr.
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McGregor's garden and almost gets caught.
From the author of National Book Award finalist Hey,
Kiddo. After a long day of work, Farmer Joe goes
home to bed. But meanwhile, back at the barn . . .
Cow sets up her drums. Pig plugs in his amp. Goat
tunes his bass. Chicken sets up her keyboards. And
Sheep checks the microphone. They are Punk Farm
and tonight they're ready to ROCK! With adorable
farm animals - and a surprise tribute to Old
MacDonald - this rollicking tale is sure to have kids
cheering--and singing--along.
A collection of silliness, both verbal and visual.
When his son Nemo is taken by scuba divers, Marlin
must find the courage to follow and get him back.
This book presents watercolor renderings along with
a selection of the artifacts in the Index of American
Design, a visual archive of decorative, folk, and
popular arts made in America from the colonial
period to about 1900. Three essays explore the
history, operation, and ambitions of the Index of
American Design, examine folk art collecting in
America during the early decades of the twentieth
century, and consider the Index's role in the search
for a national cultural identity in the early twentiethcentury United States.
Contains spells and magickal rites in a format that is
simple to follow. Includes tips on the most productive
times to cast spells.
Provides ideas and tips for Halloween costumes,
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decorations, parties, and food.
A complete introduction to the rich cultural legacy of
Rome through the study of Roman art ... It includes a
discussion of the relevance of Rome to the modern
world, a short historical overview, and descriptions of
forty-five works of art in the Roman collection organized
in three thematic sections: Power and Authority in
Roman Portraiture; Myth, Religion, and the Afterlife; and
Daily Life in Ancient Rome. This resource also provides
lesson plans and classroom activities."--Publisher
website.
Big Fat Hen counts to ten with her friends and all their
chicks. On board pages.
"Farm girl vintage 2, brings even more quilt blocks and
projects for all Farm Girl Vintage fans to enjoy. Lori has
rounded up 45 unique 6" and 12" quilt blocks inspired by
her rural roots. She has also designed 13 new projects in
this book, including quilts, pillows, a pincushion, and of
course a fantastic new sampler quilt! As always, quilters
can mix and match quilt blocks from Lori’s previous
books, so they can piece together endless possibilities."
-- Amazon.com
Bridging the fields of conservation, art history, and
museum curating, this volume contains the principal
papers from an international symposium titled "Historical
Painting Techniques, Materials, and Studio Practice" at
the University of Leiden in Amsterdam, Netherlands,
from June 26 to 29, 1995. The symposium—designed for
art historians, conservators, conservation scientists, and
museum curators worldwide—was organized by the
Department of Art History at the University of Leiden and
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the Art History Department of the Central Research
Laboratory for Objects of Art and Science in Amsterdam.
Twenty-five contributors representing museums and
conservation institutions throughout the world provide
recent research on historical painting techniques,
including wall painting and polychrome sculpture. Topics
cover the latest art historical research and scientific
analyses of original techniques and materials, as well as
historical sources, such as medieval treatises and
descriptions of painting techniques in historical literature.
Chapters include the painting methods of Rembrandt
and Vermeer, Dutch 17th-century landscape painting,
wall paintings in English churches, Chinese paintings on
paper and canvas, and Tibetan thangkas. Color plates
and black-and-white photographs illustrate works from
the Middle Ages to the 20th century.
Practical yet pretty, a mug rug is one of the latest home
trends. Mug rugs are extra-large drink coasters, or
smaller versions of place mats, that are the perfect size
to hold your favorite beverage, with room for a treat.
They make the perfect gift when you wrap them with a
cute mug and a packet of cocoa! You will find 12
charming little mats all stitched with farmhouse colors
and themes. Designs include sheep, rooster, pig, bee,
kitty, rustic fall truck, and more. All are made using
Scheepjes® Softfun DK-weight yarn.
For mask collectors, discusses masked dancing in each
state
SPIDER-VILLE is about an adorable 8 year old who
loves spiders. JENNA's world becomes a special one
when she turns into a spider and meets new friends in
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SPIDER-VILLE. Soon she witnesses the terror of
SPIDER-VILLE the nasty villain FAT SAMUEL the
centipede who rules the town. JENNA quickly comes up
with a master plan to save her friends of SPIDER-VILLE,
with the hope to finally rid of FAT SAMUEL. THE
SPECIAL GIFT is a story of a lonely princess who
dreams of romance and freedom. Her father the King
has made a mask of gold to hide her face from the world.
Join PRINCESS ARIELLE'S adventure in her desperate
search for romance and happiness. Survival of the fittest,
the WOLF and his gangs must raid the roosters den
before winter arrives or they may not survive the long
winter. How can the ROOSTER protect his family from
the gangs of the big gray WOLF? Brute strength vs wits
don't miss this riveting story of THE ROOSTER AND
THE WOLF. MADISON'S an 11 year old talented Artist
who loves hanging out with her best friends SARA and
INDIA. At school she's an introvert who loves to be left
alone doing her own thing. Sadly, bullying's a big
problem in PARK AVENUE MIDDLE SCHOOL which
has an effect on many students who are there just to
learn. How will MADISON deal with the BULLYING
problem in her school?...
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A riveting inside
account of the unprecedented rise to power and
unmatched political legacy of the first woman Speaker of
the House, by award-winning journalist Molly Ball Nancy
Pelosi’s opposition to Donald Trump has made her an
icon of the Resistance, featured in viral memes clapping
sardonically at the president or ripping up his State of the
Union address. But the real Nancy Pelosi is neither the
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shrill partisan featured in thousands of attack ads nor the
cautious corporatist reviled by the far left. She’s the rare
politician who still knows how to get big things done—a
master of legislative power whose policy
accomplishments have touched millions of American
lives, from providing universal access to health care to
reforming Wall Street to allowing gay people to serve
openly in the military. She’s done it all at a time of
historic polarization and gridlock, despite being routinely
underestimated by allies and opponents alike. Ball’s
nuanced, page-turning portrait takes readers inside
Pelosi’s life and times, from her roots in urban Baltimore
to her formative years as a party activist and fundraiser,
from the fractious politics of San Francisco to highstakes congressional negotiations with multiple
presidents. The result is a compelling portrait of a barrierbreaking woman that sheds new light on American
political history. Based on exclusive interviews with the
Speaker and deep background reporting, Ball shows
Pelosi through a thoroughly modern lens to explain how
this extraordinary woman has met her moment.
Gathers over thirty-five projects for decorating frames,
flowerpots, boxes, paving stones, and bird baths with
mosaic designs of pebbles, bits of broken china, and tiles
This introduction to the folk arts of Java features objects
associated with traditional games and toys, reverse
paintings on glass, puppet theatre, ceramics, naive folk
paintings, traditional children's art, and such objects as
roof tiles, bronze bells and
The Secret Teachings of All Ages is perhaps the most
comprehensive and complete esoteric encyclopedia ever
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written. The sheer scope and ambition of this book are
stunning. In this book Manly P. Hall has successfully
distilled the essence of more arcane subjects than one
would think possible. This book explores the themes
underlying ancient mythology, philosophy, and religion.
Unrivaled in its beauty and completeness, it distills
ancient and modern teachings of nearly 600 experts.
Carve the perfect Halloween masterpiece! Whether
you're a first-time pumpkin carver or an experienced pro,
create the best jack-o-lantern on the block with this
handy guide. Impress those trick-or-treaters with clever,
easy-to-carve pumpkin ideas. Easy Pumpkin Carving
offers tips and tricks for fang-tastic pumpkin carving with
techniques that go way beyond traditional methods.
Create luminary pumpkins and etched pumpkins,
combine multiple pumpkins in creative ways, or
embellish pumpkins without even touching a knife. With
inspirational color photos and a dozen ready-to-use
pumpkin carving patterns, you're sure to have a
spooktacular Halloween with this book.
100 Halloween Patterns for Painting and Pumpkin Crafts
11" tall stencil book Includes 100 different designs SingleSided paper to easily cut out your image. Stencils are
reusable if traced onto pumpkin Feature a fun variety of
Halloween faces, designs.... Makes carving pumpkins
quick and easy
Delightful rhymes and charming hand-stitched art
celebrate the many ways we sleep across the world.
Perfect for a baby shower gift and for fans of This Is How
We Do It. My bed rocks on water My bed sways in the
breeze. My bed’s beneath a curtain My bed’s aloft in
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trees . . . In the Netherlands, some beds rock on water.
In Brazil they might sway in the breeze. From Canada to
Japan, Afghanistan to Norway, sleep has taken many
forms and shapes throughout history. Astonishing, handstitched illustrations and a delightful narrative tell the
story of sleeping traditions across the world.
"Hattie the Hen spots the danger--but no none seems to
care!"--Pg 4 of cover.
A New York Times reporter recounts her childhood in
Cuba before the events of the Mariel boatlift rendered
her a teenage refugee in Miami, describing the Cuban
revolution, the beliefs about el norte that prompted her
family's immigration, and her prize-winning journalism
career. 25,000 first printing.
The Visual Analogy Guides to Human Anatomy &
Physiology, 3e is an affordable and effective study aid for
students enrolled in an introductory anatomy and
physiology sequence of courses. This book uses visual
analogies to assist the student in learning the details of
human anatomy and physiology. Using these analogies,
students can take things they already know from
experiences in everyday life and apply them to
anatomical structures and physiological concepts with
which they are unfamiliar. The study guide offers a
variety of learning activities for students such as, labeling
diagrams, creating their own drawings, or coloring
existing black-and-white illustrations to better understand
the material presented.
Crafts.
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